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IN HIS 1926 essay “The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain,” 
Langston Hughes implores his fellow Black artists to overcome 
the misconception that the white way is the right way, and to look 
within, to not be afraid of being identified as a Black artist.  “If 

white people are pleased we are glad.  If they are not, it doesn’t 
matter.  We know we are beautiful.” Hughes, a prominent writer 
during the Harlem Renaissance, ends the essay with the words “…
we stand on top of the mountain, free within ourselves.”  

 A tangible solidarity exists among the nine artists in 
“Black Beauty” at Arthur Roger Gallery, set in motion by the ad-
ept staging and sequencing of their artworks.  Three of the nine are 
luminaries from the Harlem Renaissance, which is fitting given 
the pervasive references throughout “Black Beauty” to that peri-
od’s abundance of creative output by Black artists during the Great 
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DAVID DRISKELL: Landscape With Sunset, 2005.  Collage and mixed media on paper.  23” x 21”. Photo couretesy Arthur Roger Gallery.
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 ROMAIRE BEARDEN: Geneva Print Maquette. 1971. Collage on plywood. 20 in high. Photo courtesy of Arthur Roger Gallery.
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Migration.   The very mention of Harlem Renaissance evokes a 
rich and bejeweled milieu of artists, writers and musicians whose 
works remain as relevant today as a century earlier.  “Black Beau-
ty” justly pays homage to that era of hard-earned elegance with a 
multi-room display so manicured and sophisticated we might at 
first assume the contents are there purely for our viewing pleasure.  
Certainly, all of the works are seductive, carefully thought-out, and 
as the show’s title implies, beautiful.  However, if one is expect-
ing a quick look-see from which to emerge carefree, be advised to 
come back on a more focused day.  To view the exhibit in haste 
would be to lose sight of the Black American experience that is at 
the heart of each piece.  
 “Black Beauty” engages and educates its audience on the 
past as it lives in the present, and marks a curatorial debut for New 

Orleans-based attorney and art patron Tim Francis.  The exhibit 
runs the gamut of modes of expression to address diverse subject 
matter affecting the Black population.  Francis’ introduction to 
“Black Beauty” informs us that the three artists from the Harlem 
Renaissance, Romare Bearden, Frederick Brown, and David Dris-
kell, were instrumental in paving the way for public display of 
work by Black artists.  It is noticeable that only two of the artists 
on view are female.  However, art historian Richard J. Powell’s de-
tailed essay for the exhibit’s catalogue compares the title of the ex-
hibit to Duke Ellington’s Black Beauty jazz composition of 1928.  
Initially called “Firewater,” Ellington changed the name and  ded-
icated the piece to singer, dancer and comedian Florence Mills.  
Mills, revered for both her talent and beauty, died in 1927 at the 
age of 31 in New York City after performing in Paris.  No record-

LEZLEY SAAR: Passing, 2003.  Acrylic on velour fabric, curtain rod.  90 x 55 in.  Photo courtesy of Arthur Roger Gallery.
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ings of her voice exist though photographs do, including one from 
1925 by Edward Steichen for a Vogue magazine, making Mills the 
first Black person to adorn an entire page in the magazine.
 As the connective tissue of life would have it, Vogue mag-
azine plays a subliminal role in “Black Beauty” at Arthur Roger.  
Throughout the predominantly figurative exhibit, there is a prev-
alence of posing for onlookers, but the pose is authentic rather 
than the often superficial histrionics of a fashion magazine.  Even 
Atlanta-based Fahamu Pecou’s more somber offerings depict 
Black figures modeling an elegant truth.  But let us begin with 
New Orleans native Rashaad Newsome who is represented in both 
the front and back spaces of the gallery.  Newsome, a graduate of 
Tulane University and resident of New York and Oakland, nearly 
overpowers “Black Beauty” with a pair of huge collages against a 

background that opulently reimagines the meaning of a wall.  The 
photographic brocade of ornamental flowers creates a dazzling 
backdrop for the playfully cubist figures in It Do Take Nerve 1 and 
It Do Take Nerve 2.  Painted in an Art Deco pattern of black with 
darting lines of gold, the Mahogany and resin frames conjure the 
Jazz Age and complement the Fauve palette of the multi-limbed 
figures whose faces are hidden behind ornate African masks.  
 Newsome’s figures come to life in Black Magic, a video 
with sound isolated in the back of Arthur Roger Gallery.  Last-
ing 23:43 in an Edition of 5, the video “documents a 2019 live 
performance” of a Ball competition and “explores trans women 
and their contribution to the Vogue fem lexicon.”  A prism of col-
or changes and life affirming, uninhibited energy take form in the 
movement of dancers who come together in a safe haven to affirm 

RASHAAD NEWSOME:  It Do Take Nerve, 2,  2019. Collage in custom mahogany and resin artist frame, with automotive paint.  68 5/8” sq.  Photo courtesy of Arthur Roger Gallery.
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 FAHAMU PECOU:  Mules and Men, 2020.  Acrylic on canvas. 60 x 48 in.  Photo courtesy of Arthur Roger Gallery.



their freedom and right to life. Newsome calls this Black Magic.  
His statement lays it out for us: “My work…is an undeniable love 
letter to the Black Queer Community.”  Black Magic quickly be-
comes a valentine to anyone who sits upon the one simple bench 
and watches the various throwdowns. Interestingly enough, Vogue 
dancing originated in Harlem during the Sixties.
 On the wall opposite Newsome’s collages are Pecou’s 
technicolor paintings.  The acrylic on canvas (two of which com-
prise a diptych) are distinguished by a single figure against a flat 
background.  This arrangement recalls those of Amy Sherald, who 
like Pecou, was a student of Arturo Lindsay at Spelman.  Pecou 
says that he is “engaging the various stereotypes and misconcep-
tions about Black men.” This timely message rings clear in the 
majority of paintings that depict a male figure as elemental to lit-
erary works from the Harlem Renaissance period.  Symbolically 
weighted down by stereotyping and the contents of the books are 
the solitary figures in two of Pecou’s paintings.  The Souls of White 
Folks takes its title from the Langston Hughes’ book draped like 
a sweat-towel over the head of the downcast, shirtless male.  A 
similar feeling of oppression is conveyed in Black Boy.  Here, we 
see another seated male figure holding a copy of Richard Wright’s 
autobiographical book Black Boy behind his bare back.  The indi-
viduals portrayed by Pecou are iconic and their plight borne out by 
ongoing injustices.
 Literary references frequent “Black Beauty” as seen in 
the nearby mixed media piece by Los Angeles-based Lesley Saar.  
Saar, of the Saar lineage of artists Alison and Betye, sister and 
mother respectively, is represented by only one piece, Passing.  
But it is possibly the most enigmatic and memorable work in 
“Black Beauty,” for its physical appearance and for what it says 
about the color of race.  The title and imagery relate to the main 
characters Clare and Irene in Harlem writer Nella Larsen’s book 
about passing as white in order to, as Mae G. Henderson puts it in 
the critical foreword to the book, “secure social freedom.”  The 
title is something of a double entendre.  Loosely hanging against 
the wall, the large portrait of a light-skinned female appears to 
furtively move beneath an overall veil of lace as the viewer passes 
by, creating a lenticular printing effect not often associated with 
the physically static medium of painting. 
 Directly across from Passing is a wall of works on paper 
by Jamaica-born Shoshanna Weinberger, an artist based in New 
Jersey.  Weinberger states that she is exploring the “complexities 
of her heritage” which includes a white father and an Afro-Ca-
ribbean mother, similar to Saar’s heritage of a white father and 
Black mother.  Remindful of Wangechi Mutu’s modus operandi, 
Weinberger refers to herself as a “visual anthropologist” who “dis-
sects body parts.”  Says the artist, “The experience of invisible 
blackness, shape shifting and passing are an ongoing theme and 
exploration in my studio practice.” Weinberger’s three large ink 
and gouache on paper drawings feature stylized imagery of DNA-
like strands of braided hair hovering over silhouetted notations of 
high heels, lips, and hair.  Dislocated presents us with an undulat-
ing strand in black and yellow that floats above a caricature of hair, 
heels and bottom.
 Brent McKeever, an up and coming photographer orig-
inally from Malibu now living in New York, is represented with 
a digital print Untitled in the entryway to Arthur Roger Gallery.  
Like Weinberger, McKeever’s emphasis is on identity and beauty.  

McKeever says of  Untitled’s androgynous youth wearing lipstick 
and eye make-up, that he “wanted to reflect my early childhood ex-
perience in the closet.”  He goes on to say Untitled “is a commen-
tary on the lack of nurturing and acceptance the Black community 
has for all the LGBT brothers and sisters.”
 Appearance and staunch pride in being Black are at the 
crux of New Orleans muralist Brandon “BMike” Odum’s installa-
tion Even if Your Voice Shakes nestled in the gallery’s alcove.  The 
title is taken from the late human rights activist and Gray Panther’s 
founder Maggie Kuhn, a white, who said “Stand before the people 
you fear and speak your mind--even if your voice shakes…some-
one may actually listen to what you have to say.”  These power-
ful words fit Odum’s oeuvre in general—New Orleanians should 
be familiar with Odum’s colorful murals painted throughout the 
city.  In particular, Kuhn’s words describe the imagery and artifacts 
scattered throughout the densely packed space.  The focal point of 
Even if Your Voice Shakes is a subdued portrait on canvas of the 
four founding members of 2-Cent media collective, a communi-
ty-minded organization of which Odum is co-founder.  Perhaps re-
flecting Odom’s own studio, Even if Your Voice Shakes contains a 
plethora of Black memorabilia, including a copy of contemporary 
poet Hanif Abdurraquib’s A Little Devil in America open to a page 
with a highlighted line referencing the killing of Blacks in Amer-
ica.  On the cluttered floor is Gordon Parks’ To Smile in Autumn 
and a poster of Superman and Muhammad Ali.  The portrait of the 
2-Cent members mimics the poster’s style.
 Finally, while it is the seven contemporary artists who 
garner most of our attention, we will end this review at the be-
ginning, with the three “founding” fathers.  Frederick Brown 
(1945-2012) called deKooning his “artistic godfather” and the 
association is evident in the expressionistic, oil on paper portrait 
Untitled placed at the start of “Black Beauty.”  Romare Bearden 
(1911-1988) and David Driskell (1931-2020) are more generously 
represented in a separate area.  Driskell’s exploratory mixed media 
collages and egg tempera paintings evoke Dubuffet and Rothko 
respectively.  Landscape with Sunset, a collage, is an imaginative 
collaboration of shapes and color, as alive today as when it was 
created in 2005.  Sadly, Covid-19 took Driskell’s life. Most of 
the pieces by Bearden, a friend of Duke Ellington, are watercol-
ors created when Bearden frequented the Caribbean.  The name 
Romare Bearden immediately conjures richly textured collages, 
but the two in “Black Beauty” are more akin to signage.  The col-
lage on plywood Geneva Print Maquette employs the colors of the 
Pan-African flag and was a design for a poster for an exhibit of 
African-American artwork in Geneva, Switzerland in 1971.

 “Eight Afro-American Artists,” the Geneva exhibit, 
marked the first showing in Europe by Black artists.  A half cen-
tury later we have “Black Beauty.”  If you were oblivious to the 
innumerable contributions of Black Americans, “Black Beauty” 
at Arthur Roger Gallery will awaken you from such oblivion and 
prompt you to seek redemption for any misgivings you might have 
had.
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